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BROWENvy™

WHy CHOOSE BROWENvyTM?      
Create the perfect eyebrow in just seconds with EyEnvy™’s eyebrow pencil. Give yourself the 
effect of natural looking eyebrows that you’ve always desired. Shape your brows to be thick and 
full with the easy-to-use and easy to control fine and precise tip. The pencil is smudge-proof and 
is resistant to water so you will have the luxury of having beautiful eyebrows all day long.

HOW IT WORKS?
The fine tip pencil is easy-to-use and glides on smoothly onto the skin. By drawing fine strokes 
into the brows, you will have the effect of a natural looking eyebrows. With the integrated brush, 
you can modify and perfect the look to create the effect you desire.

KEy INgREdIENTS BENEfITS

Hydrogenated soybean oil
A substance that is noted for its ability to help the skin replenish and moisturize. It is often used as 
an emollient that helps smooth and soften the skin’s texture and appearance. 

Hydrogenated coco glycerides Derived from coconut oil, conditions the skin. 

Copernicia Cerifera (Carnauba) Wax Forms a protective layer on the skin’s surface.

Tocopherol (Vitamin E) Acts as skin moisturizer and helps protect the cellular membrane from damage.

Caprylyl Glycol Derived from glycerin, acts as a humectant and conditioning agent.
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 COSMETIC COMpOSITION  Wax pencil.

 pAO      24 M 

 NET WEIgHT  0.085 g / 0.003 fl  oz

COlORS  
Noir, Marron, Caramel, Brun Clair.

ApplICATION / METHOd Of USE
Apply BrowEnvy™ in the eyebrows by drawing fine strokes into the brows. 
Use the integrated brow brush to soften the strokes to create natural 
looking eyebrows.

COMplEMENTARy pROdUCT(S) 
Use FacEnvy™’s 2in1 Cleanser for a gentle cleanse of the face and eyebrow 
pencil.

TARgET MARKET 
Everyone, especially those who are looking to fill in their sparse eyebrows, 
or simply those who want to enhance the look of their natural brows.


